This study examines the facets and patterns of multiple Web query reformulations with a focus on reformulation sequences. Based on IR interaction models, it was presumed that query reformulation is the product of the interaction between the user and the IR system. Query reformulation also reflects the interplay between the surface and deeper levels of user interaction. Query logs were collected from a Web search engine through the selection of search sessions in which users submitted six or more unique queries per session. The final data set was composed of 313 search sessions. Three facets of query reformulation (content, format, and resource) as well as nine sub-facets were derived from the data. In addition, analysis of modification sequences identified eight distinct patterns: specified, generalized, parallel, building-block, dynamic, multitasking, recurrent, and format reformulation. Adapting SaracevicÕs stratified model, the authors develop a model of Web query reformulation based on the results of the study. The implications for Web search engine design are finally discussed and the functions of an interactive reformulation tool are suggested.
Introduction
People have used Web search engines for 10 years now, and in consequence they have become familiar with the simplicity of Web searching. The interface design of Web search engines appears to be fairly standardized: a search box for 20-30 characters and a search button next to it. A common belief is that a Web 0306-4573/$ -see front matter Ó 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi: 10.1016/j.ipm.2005.05.005 search requires only that users type in one or several keywords representing their information need, click on a search button, and wait for mere seconds for thousands of search results. Before entering keywords into the search box, however, there is a critical Web searching step: a query must be formulated. Query formulation requires two kinds of mappings: a semantic mapping of the vocabulary users employ in articulating the task onto the systemÕs vocabulary and an action mapping or set of actions recognizable by a search system (Marchionini, 1995) . Semantic mappings are declarative and action mappings are procedural in nature. While action mappings may be relatively easy in Web searching, semantic mappings remain difficult because people need to specify not something they do know but something they do not (Belkin, 1980; Taylor, 1968) .
Information retrieval is an interactive and iterative process. Previously, Swanson (1977) pointed out the essential role of the trial-and-error process in information retrieval. According to Swanson, an initial request is a guess about the attributes of desired documents, after which the response of the IR system is employed to revise the initial guess for another try. Efthimiadis (1996) identifies two query formulation stages as the initial query formulation stage in which the search strategy is constructed and the query reformulation stage in which the initial query is adjusted manually or with the assistance of a system. It is often argued that query reformulation is not any easier than initial query formulation given that information retrieval (IR) systems provide very little assistance. Users enter the keywords they know in their initial query. If the initial query does not return the expected search results, users must then submit their second best keywords. This reformulation process can be even more frustrating and complex than the initial formulation because users often experience difficulty in incorporating information from previously retrieved documents into their queries (French, Brown, & Kim, 1997) .
Despite the perception that Web searching is simple and easy (Fast & Campbell, 2004) , approximately half of all Web users find they must reformulate their initial queries: 52% of the users in the 1997 Excite data set and 45% of the users in the 2001 Excite data set (Spink, Jansen, Wolfram, & Saracevic, 2002) in fact made modifications to their initial query. Several studies have investigated patterns of query reformulation on the Web (e.g., Bruza & Dennis, 1997; Lau & Horvitz, 1999; Spink, Jansen, & Ozmultu, 2001) ; however, none went on to examine query reformulations beyond the level of descriptive analysis.
This research therefore aims to identify the patterns of multiple query reformulations that focus on sequences of query reformulation per search session. This article enlarges the scope of a preliminary study by the authors (Rieh & Xie, 2001 ) through the addition of data sets and enhanced data analysis. The article also differs from the previous paper in applying models of interactive information retrieval (IR) (e.g., Belkin, 1993 Belkin, , 1996 Ingwersen, 1992 Ingwersen, , 1996 Saracevic, 1996 Saracevic, , 1997 . The framework of interactive IR models allows investigation of query reformulations in terms of interacting with the system, interpreting search results, and shifting strategies beyond comparison of search queries requested and search results received. The study thus has three objectives:
1. characterizing the facets of query reformulation in Web searching; 2. identifying the patterns of multiple query reformulation in terms of sequences; and 3. exploring the ways in which search engines can support query reformulation more effectively in Web searching.
Theoretical framework: models of interactive information retrieval
Since the 1990s the literature on IR interaction has been growing, and a number of interactive IR models have been proposed as alternative models for traditional IR models. The traditional model represents IR as the matching or comparing of elements and processes between system and user, but the weakness of this model is that the interaction is not directly depicted. Yet any observation of an IR session reveals the involvement of other activities than just matching: users interact with information in an IR system by formulating queries, by interpreting retrieved items, by changing strategies, by making judgments, and by using information. All these activities are dependent upon usersÕ goals, intentions, knowledge, and information problem situations. Three comprehensive IR models have been proposed by pioneers in advancing the interactive viewpoint in information retrieval: (1) The cognitive IR model by Ingwersen (1992 Ingwersen ( , 1996 ; (2) The model of IR as a support for interaction with information by Belkin (1993 Belkin ( , 1996 ; and (3) The stratified interaction model by Saracevic (1996 Saracevic ( , 1997 . Although their specific components differ, the three share a theme: users are not passive recipients of retrieved texts but are active seekers of information.
While all three IR models offer sound theoretical bases for this research with respect to interactive querying behavior, SaracevicÕs (1996 SaracevicÕs ( , 1997 stratified model ( Fig. 1) provides the most useful framework for this study. Saracevic considers user and system as the two distinguishable participants in information retrieval and views interaction as a dialogue between participants. Saracevic (1997) defines interaction as the ''sequence of processes occurring in several connected levels or strata'' (p. 316). On the user side, there are three levels/strata: cognitive (interaction with texts and their representations), affective (interaction with intentions), and situational (interaction with given or problems-at-hand). The computer side also has three levels/strata: engineering (hardware and its various operational attributes), processing (software, algorithms, and the various approaches of texts and queries), and content (information resources and their various representations). User and computer sides meet at a surface level via an interface. The surface level involves not only searching and matching but also other processes including understanding attributes, browsing information, navigating information resources, determining processes, visualizing results, obtaining feedback, and passing judgments. As interaction proceeds between these elements, a series of dynamic adaptations inclines toward the surface level, while the use of information inclines toward the situational level. Feedback plays a critical role in adaptation and change.
A significant problem of Web searching is that most interactions take place on the surface level only. In the current design of Web search engines, the system has no effective way to understand the userÕs cognitive, 
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Fig. 1. Elements in the stratified model of IR interaction Source: Saracevic (1997) .
affective, and situational levels. The system can understand the userÕs knowledge structure (cognitive), intent (affective), and tasks (situational) based only on query characteristics. The user also can interact with the system only on the surface level with little understanding of the systemÕs engineering, processing, and content levels. That is, despite a complex IR in which exist many elements from both the user and system sides, the user and the system meet only on the surface or interface level interacting through queries and results displayed. This explains the significance of analysis of query formulation and reformulation in better understanding of the interactive nature of IR on the Web.
Previous research on query formulation and reformulation
When users conduct information searches, they must have search strategies that combine the choice of search terms, operators, and tactics (Vakkari, 2003) . A number of studies have examined moves and tactics in searching for various online databases such as INQUIRER (Wildemuth, 2004) , PsychINFO (Vakkari, Pennanen, & Serola, 2003) , and MEDLINE (Sutcliffe, Ennis, & Watkinson, 2000) . Chen and Dhar (1990) present the concept of semantic operators, which they define as ''moves and actions that change the content of the query'' (p. 121). Despite numerous studies on search tactics and moves, Wildemuth (2004) states that it is difficult to draw general conclusions because each study employed a different set of search move definitions.
On the other hand, little research to date has investigated tactics or strategies in Web searching. Most studies of Web queries use transaction logs submitted to search engines or Web sites (Spink & Jansen, 2004; Spink et al., 2002; , and with only a few exceptions these tend to analyze logs quantitatively rather than semantically (Bruza & Dennis, 1997; Lau & Horvitz, 1999 ). In 1997 her colleagues examined more than three million search queries from the Excite Web search engine. The trend they detected in Excite search queries can be summarized as follows: (1) the number of terms per query is slowly increasing (mean of 2.4 terms in 1997 and of 2.6 terms in 2001); (2) the number of queries per user remains short (mean of 2.5 queries in 1997 and of 2.3 queries in 2001); (3) users view 1.7 pages per query consistently over the years; and (4) more users submit Boolean queries over the years though the percentages remain small (5% of queries in 1997 and 10% in 2001). Silverstein, Henzinger, Marais, and Morica (1999) analyzed nearly one billion queries captured by the Altavista search engine over a period of six weeks with results apparently consistent with those of Excite queries. Wang, Berry, and Yang (2003) analyzed longitudinal user queries submitted to an academic Web site during a four-year period (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) , and concluded that query patterns between the academic Web site and search engines such as Excite and AltaVista showed similarities.
Few studies have specifically investigated reformulations of Web queries. Spink, Wolfram, Jansen, and Saracevic (2001) examined patterns of query reformulation employed by Excite users and found that about 35% of the queries that were modified had the same number of terms as the preceding query. Their analysis showed that there is little change in search topic. Lau and Horvitz (1999) analyzed a data set of 4960 queries on the Excite search engine and revealed that most actions are either new queries or requests for additional information. Relatively few users refine their searches by means of specialization, generalization, or reformulation. Bruza and Dennis (1997) categorized query reformulation into 11 types and found that users frequently repeated a query they had already submitted. They also found that other main categories of reformulation were, in order of frequency, term substitutions, additions, and deletions. They claim that users infrequently split compound terms, make changes to spelling, punctuation, or grammatical case, or use derivative forms of words and abbreviations.
In summary, search queries are an integral component of both online database searching and Web searching because users must express their information problems through a series of queries. In light of SaracevicÕs stratified model, entering a search query is most popular among users conducting surface-level dialogues with interactive IR systems. Users must enter queries in a format understandable by the IR system, and if the search results do not meet their expectations they must reformulate their queries. Previous studies on query analyses in Web searching primarily concerned with query formulation and reformulation as discrete search activities and rarely paid attention to query sequences. The interactive IR process is cyclical in the sense that both query terms and search results are constantly selected, evaluated, and modified. Therefore, it can be argued that sequencing search moves into search tactics can be viewed as a component of search quality (Debowski, 2001) . This leads to the belief that an understanding of query reformulation sequences poses a significant research problem.
Methodology
Web log analysis
In the realm of Web searching studies, Web log analysis is one of the primary research methods with which to capture user interactions with a Web search system. Although this method has commonly been used in library and experimental information retrieval systems (Peters, 1993) , it has evolved into the most reasonable and non-intrusive means of collecting user-system interaction from a large number of Web users (Spink & Jansen, 2004) . Web server logs often include IP addresses (or domain names) of requesters, dates and times of requests, commands being requested, and results of requests. Log analysis proves to be useful in generating statistics on Web site usages in general and further can generate inferences about Web site design as well as test theoretical hypotheses about the effects of different design variables based on user behavioral data (Burton & Walther, 2001) . In this study, the log analysis method was used because it provides the most naturally-occurring and large-scale data set of query modifications.
Sampling and data collection
Data from search query logs were collected from the Excite Web search engine on October 9, 2000, from users who accepted cookies in their Web browser. The logs in this study were scrutinized by capturing query logs based on user IDs so that usersÕ multiple visits to the Excite site could be saved. Further, the data set was narrowed down by selecting search sessions in which users submitted six or more unique queries per search session. Prior to analyzing the data, several steps had to be taken to maintain the characteristics of the data set intended for the study. Each query log was reviewed manually, after which judgments were made as to whether the logs could be included in the data set. The first step was to select search sessions in which users in fact reformulated their queries more than five times. The next step was to drop the search sessions which contained pornographic queries. Those cases were dropped because of the impossibility of characterizing reformulations of pornographic queries in terms of generalization or specification. The data were then randomly sampled over two time periods: the initial data set of 183 search sessions was analyzed (Rieh & Xie, 2001 ) and the subsequent data set included another 130 search sessions for further analysis. The final data set analyzed for this study was composed of 313 search sessions. Fig. 2 shows a sample of query logs in which the date stamps, queries, and the URLs of search results that were clicked by the user. This particular example illustrates a case in which a user engaged in a search session for 30 min (10:05-10:34) on one topic in the process of which six different queries were submitted.
Data analysis
The basic unit of analysis was query modification. Because the focus of this study is on query reformulation, the data on visited sites were not included in the analysis. It was determined by the limitation of the data set in reflecting only what users clicked and not what they viewed. Three distinct categories of reformulation emerged from the data analysis: content, format, and resource. Content modifications refer to those instances in which users made changes to the meaning of a query. Format modifications include the cases in which users made changes without altering the meaning of the query by means of using operators, rearranging the order of multiple terms, re-spelling query terms, re-spacing terms, etc. Resource modifications were developed to code those instances in which users intended to make changes in types of information resources (e.g., news, images, and music files).
The distinction between content and format is rooted in FidelÕs (1990) conceptual and operational moves. Whereas Fidel developed those variables with respect to search results (e.g., whether the results produced better recall or precision), the coding scheme of this study attempts to understand usersÕ intentions toward a queryÕs meaning. That is, this study focuses on whether users attempted to narrow or broaden the meaning of their queries, as opposed to examining whether users wished to narrow or broaden the results as Fidel analyzed them.
Once the coding of facets was completed, each facet was further broken down into sub-facets. If more than one modification occurred in a single move, this move was coded into two facets. Table 1 presents definitions and examples of query reformulation sub-facets. In addition to categorizing types of reformulation, the sequences of multiple reformulations were analyzed to identify the patterns that emerged within a single search session. All modifications within the search session were numbered sequentially and labeled in terms of nine sub-facets. Such a sequential analysis made it possible to find out whether a user followed the particular reformulation patterns consistently within one search session.
To test the reliability of the coding categories, two authors independently coded 50 randomly selected cases based on a coding scheme that provided both definitions and examples. The inter-coder reliability for types of facets and patterns of query reformulations was .95 and .88 respectively according to HolstiÕs (1969) reliability formula.
2 The high degree of reliability demonstrates the credibility of the study.
Results
Study results are reported in two sections. The first presents the facets of query reformulation and the second reports on the sequences of multiple query reformulations. The investigation of both the facets and the sequences enables a better understanding of the query reformulation.
Facets and sub-facets of Web query reformulation
As reported in Section 4.3 Data analysis, Web query reformulation is characterized as having three facets: content, format, and resource. Table 2 shows that most query reformulations involve changes of content given that content modifications account for 80.3% of query reformulations. About 14.4% of the query reformulations are related to format alone. Only 2.8% of the modifications are associated with resource reformulation, and the remaining 2.5% of the reformulations cannot be defined.
The three types of facets are further categorized into nine sub-facets, as presented in Table 3 . The results reveal that Web users do not always start with a general query and attempt to specify it. Rather, when reformulating previous queries users take various approaches including generalization, replacement with synonyms, parallel movement and specification. In fact, parallel movement is the most popular means of content reformulation: 51.4% of such movements turn out to be parallel movements while specification With respect to the format facet, it was noted that term variations (37.5%) and error corrections (36.2%) occurred more frequently than did operator usages (26.3%). As seen in Table 3 , the resource facet plays a less important role in query reformulation.
Patterns of Web query reformulation
Analyses of sequential query reformulations identify the following eight types of patterns: specified reformulation; generalized reformulation; parallel reformulation; building-block reformulation; dynamic reformulation; multi-tasking reformulation; recurrent reformulation; format reformulation.
Each pattern along with definitions and examples will be discussed herein. In all examples, [ ] represents not being a part of the queries; the brackets are used to denote the pattern identified. The abbreviations of sub-facets presented in Table 3 are used within brackets. For instance, specialization is presented as [S] and generalization as [G] . Specified reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user persists in specifying previous queries. Adding more terms and combining concepts are the most frequently used specified reformulations. While some cases of this pattern contain only specifications, other cases involve other types of query reformulations including format change, synonym replacement, and parallel movement. In one example in which previous queries were consistently specified by the addition of terms, the user began with a typical two-word query, Hp drivers. However, the user reformulated the query by specifying the previous query, finally reaching the very specific query, Download pavilion hp audio drivers 6740: The following example is reflective of cases in which a user mixes parallel and specified reformulations. The case was characterized as specified reformulation because the userÕs eventual goal seemed to be to increase query specificity. The first query began with three terms, and the sixth query was composed of six terms including three original terms: Generalized reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user begins with a narrow concept and continues on to generalize through successive trials. Deleting terms is the most popular move for generalized reformulation. In the following example, the user began with a typical two-term query and went on to modify it for greater specificity than in the previous query. The user then realized that the query was too narrowly presented. In the next three queries, the user attempted to broaden the scope of query, with the final query being a single word:
trajectory AND method ! [S1] ''average trajectory method software'' ! [G2] ''average trajectory method'' ! [G3] ''trajectory methods'' ! [O4] trajectory AND methods ! [G5] trajectory
Below is another example of generalized reformulation. Note that the user also tried other types of search tactics including parallel reformulation. This poses an interesting case because the userÕs original topic was liberal feminism, and in the fourth query feminism was combined with freudian theory eventually to produce the single word freud as the final query:
types of feminism ! [P2] definitions of feminism ! [P3] freudian theory and feminism ! [G4] freudian theory ! [G5] freud
Parallel reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user modifies the queries from one aspect of an entity to another or from one thing to another, both of which share common characteristics. Typical approaches for parallel reformulation include using entities that share common characteristics, using associative aspects of a topic, and using a certain type of information resource. Some sessions consist of parallel reformulations alone. Other cases of this pattern might also involve query reformulations that are formatrelated or synonym-replaced. When a user appears to concentrate on parallel reformulation through successive queries, this paper labels it as parallel reformulation.
The following is an example of parallel reformulation using entities that share common characteristics. Note that all six queries are various foundation names. This kind of parallel reformulation is noteworthy because apparently the user continuously reformulated queries not necessarily because the previous query failed but because browsing different Web sites for foundations was required: Unlike in the previous instance, the following example shows a user utilizing the associative aspects of a topic. In this case, it is evident that the user attempts to find information related to Islam. After reformulating the query five times, the number of terms in the first and the last queries remain the same: two. This user utilized the first word (Islamic or Islam) consistently while trying different second words to represent various sub-topics:
The following is a similar example but reflects instances in which a user incorporates related terms while making slight modifications in the meaning:
senior citizen inspirationals ! [P1] senior citizen newa ! [E2] senior citizen news ! [P3] senior citizen interests ! [P4] senior citizen puzzles
The example below presents another approach to parallel reformulation in which the user consistently retains a type of resource (images) while trying various terms along with the term image. The first reformulation presents a modification in format, while the next five reformulations show that the user attempted to obtain images of various topics:
images of solarsystem ! [E1] images of solar system ! [P2] image of waterfall ! [P3] images of seas ! [P4] images of milkway ! [P5] images of earth quake ! [P6] images of forests
Building-block reformulation refers to sessions in which a user identifies and combines the concepts from the previous queries and uses them in subsequent queries. In the following example, wedding, decorations, invitations, and do it yourself are the four distinct terms; they were combined in various formats and the last query included all four concepts that have previously been attempted:
wedding decorations ! [P2] wedding favors ! [U3] invitations ! [S4] wedding invitations ! [P5] Do it yourself weddings ! [S6] do it yourself weddings invitations and decorations
Dynamic reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user employs inconsistent patterns to increase specificity or generality, moving around from one type of query reformulation to another. This pattern represents a more dynamic query reformulation process than found in other types of reformulation patterns.
Below is one example of dynamic reformulation in which a user started with a general one-term query, then specifying the query and later switching from specification to generalization, and then from generalization back to specification: In another example of dynamic reformulation, four types of reformulation patterns occur. The user began with a typical two-term query, specified it, made modifications in format, moved in parallel, specified again, and finally generalized. The user continued to specify and corrected an error at the end. In a comparison of the first and last queries, only one word, colleges, was seen to have been added after trying eight different queries: The following example also shows that query reformulation is not always straightforward or well-planned. In order to add two more terms to the initial query, this user had to go through a dynamic reformulation process involving specification, error correction, and generalization:
Multi-tasking reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user looks for two or more topics simultaneously in the same search session. In the following example, the user moved between three or four topics with seven successive queries. This user kept the same query for jfk assassination, but made modifications regarding sports topics:
Recurrent reformulation represents cases in which a user enters exactly the same query that has been already used two or more steps previously. As the following example shows, the user employed the same query, matchmaker, four times over the nine queries submitted. Interestingly, the last and the first queries were identical:
S7] Abercrombie and fitch ! [U7] matchmaker
Format reformulation refers to those sessions in which a user attempts to figure out how to formulate his/her queries correctly in terms of format. Format reformulation might include term variation, operator usage, operator change, and error correction. The following is an example of format formulation by term variation: The following example illustrates format formulation by error correction:
Model of Web query reformulation
The nature of information retrieval is interaction. IR interaction aids users in clarifying their information needs and finding the information that will best resolve their information problem. An examination of three major interactive IR models (IngwersenÕs cognitive model, 1992 (IngwersenÕs cognitive model, , 1996 BelkinÕs episode model, 1993 BelkinÕs episode model, , 1996 SaracevicÕs stratified model, 1996 SaracevicÕs stratified model, , 1997 ) reveals that SaracevicÕs model was the most applicable in understanding and interpreting query reformulation data. In SaracevicÕs (1996, 1997) stratified model, there are three levels of IR interaction: cognitive, affective, and situational from the user side. The system side also has three levels: engineering, processing, and content. Saracevic further points out that there is a direct interplay between the surface and deeper levels of interaction. The deeper-level cognitive, affective, and situational aspects are employed on the surface level to specify and modify queries. Query formulation and reformulation demonstrates just such an interplay. The deeper-level aspects of interaction can change frequently, which can lead to interaction on surface level, e.g., change in queries or tactics.
Adapting SaracevicÕs stratified model (1997), the authors develop a model of Web query reformulation (Fig. 3) based on the results of the study. It is the surface level on which users interact with a system interface to express their needs in terms of query formulation and reformulation. Query reformulation is the product of user interaction with the cognitive, affective, and situation levels. More importantly, the problems users encounter in the information retrieval process can to some extent be represented in the process of query reformulation (e.g., facets of query reformulation, patterns of query reformulation, frequency of query reformulation, etc.). Query reformulation is thus an essential element in understanding interactions in the information retrieval process. In the following paragraphs, the authors discuss the impact of the three levels of interactions on patterns of query reformulation on the user side. The characteristics of the three facets of query reformulation (e.g., content, format, and resource) and their implications for facets and patterns of query reformulation in design are discussed in the next section.
The query reformulation patterns identified in this study provide insights into the nature of IR interaction based on information needs expressed on the surface level. Four of the identified reformulation patterns-specified reformulation, parallel reformulation, generalized reformulation, and building-block reformulation-are not necessarily new findings as they have already been identified in previous studies (e.g. Bruza & Dennis, 1997; Lau & Horvitz, 1999) . Notably, however, this study has examined these patterns of query reformulation based on analysis of sequences of multiple queries rather than of just one query movement.
These four patterns are influenced by interactions on the cognitive, affective, and situational levels. For example, on the cognitive level the query reformulation process is directed by user interactions with texts, especially their interactions with search results. Users interact with the results of their searches, make relevance judgments, and reformulate queries accordingly by specifying their queries (specified reformulation), generalizing their queries (generalized reformulation), associating one query with another in terms of common characteristics (parallel reformulation), or combining their previous queries (building-block reformulation). Here is an example from the data. A user tried to download the hp audio driver 6740, started with a general search of hp drivers, and attempted to find specific information about that driver but apparently failed after interacting with the search results. Either the results did not cover the information or the user might not have been sufficiently patient in going over all the results. The user gradually specified the query until reaching the most specific one conveying relevant information. In these patterns, a userÕs knowledge structure and status evolve in the process of query reformulation.
The more significant contributions of this study are the identification of three new query reformulation patterns that have not been extensively examined in previous studies: the dynamic reformulation, the multitasking reformulation, and the recurrent reformulation. These reformulation patterns are the products of interaction on the cognitive, affective, and situation levels as well.
Users tend to take the dynamic approach in query formulation when they encounter problems caused by the problematic situation that led to the search, by the results provided by the system, and/or by user interactions, beliefs, and motivations. For example, when a user conducted searches on New York and Connecticut condos, interactions with the search results led first to specified reformulation and later to generalized reformulation. Eventually the user entered Westchester County NY Real Estate as a final query. This query reformulation process reflected the userÕs interactions with the search results as well as with the unspecified information problem and intention that directed the search. There are few studies discussing this type of query reformulation pattern. Another finding of interest in this study is the identification of the multi-tasking reformulation. According to study results, many users do not engage in just one search topic, occasionally conducting multiple searches simultaneously. In one example, a user searched jfk assassination and Michael Jordan at the same time. Multi-tasking reformulation makes the three levels of interactions more complicated since users must manage interactions with the system for two or more topics simultaneously on the surface level. They must interact with their intentions on the affective level, evaluate the results on the cognitive level, and make decisions about how the situation can be resolved on the situational level. Spink, Park, Jansen, and Pedersen (in press) echo the finding of this study by pointing out that effective interactive IR is important for coordinating switches between tasks and that multi-tasking information behavior is largely under-researched. More investigation is needed on patterns of multi-tasking reformulation.
The recurrent reformulation as noted by Bruza and Dennis (1997) was also identified in this study. No previous research has analyzed this reformulation in detail. In the example presented in the results section, matchmaker occurred at the beginning, middle, and end of the query reformulation process. Recurrent reformulation indicates that users attempt different queries, compare the search results corresponding to each query, and finally re-enter the previous query if it seems promising. The uncertainty as well as the interactive nature of information retrieval process forces users to examine their results repeatedly.
Implications for Web search engine design
A significant implication of this study is in its evidence of the complexity of query reformulation. The evidence was obtained by identifying a variety of patterns in multiple query reformulation. More importantly, the results of this study demonstrate the importance of interactions in the process of query reformulation. A critical question in research on query reformulation and query expansion has been which levels of the reformulation process should be automatic, interactive, or manual (e.g., Bates, 1990) . More importantly to address is the question of how to design Web search tools that facilitate collaboration between the system and the userÕs cognitive involvement (Xie, 2003) . The findings of this study seem to provide a strong basis for seeking answers to those questions.
This study found that query reformulation can be characterized as possessing the facets of content, format, and resource. The distinction between the three facets is important in terms of practical implications for the design of Web search tools. Among the three facets, resource reformulation was the least popular activity with Excite users. However, most current search engines provide multiple resource options in such a way that users can change the type of resource from Web to Images and from Images to News while retaining the same query. According to the findings of this study, such a feature may not be particularly beneficial as users rarely change the type of resource during the process of Web searching.
The results of this study also indicate that format reformulation should be considered separately from other types of content-related reformulation patterns when designing reformulation tools. This is because format reformulation can be reduced or minimized as query reformulations decrease the efficiency of the information retrieval process. Format reformulations normally occur when users are uncertain as to how to construct their query in a proper format or when they make an error in the query formulation process. In the example of a search for automobile design software, the user reformulated the query eight times to obtain the right format for operator usage. If the user were to know operator usage or could receive assistance from that system, the information retrieval process could be considerably more effective. Therefore, format reformulation is one of the areas in which systems can take control of user queries by correcting obviously erroneous queries.
On the other hand, some content reformulations can assist users in clarifying what they need to enter and how to compromise their need to find the best information. The nature of content reformulation tends to be highly interactive because users can keep changing their queries not only by entering new queries but also retrying previous queries or combining previous ones. Thus, Web users can benefit from an interactive search tool that will assist them in coming up with more appropriate queries, which better represent their information needs and that eventually lead them to obtain better search results.
This research indicates, however, that query reformulation patterns on the Web differ from those in traditional IR systems: Web users demonstrate much more diverse reformulation patterns than those identified in traditional IR systems (e.g., Vakkari, 2000; Wildemuth, 2004) . In traditional information retrieval (IR) systems, a variety of techniques have been proposed to deal with the general problem of query formulation and reformulation. Relevance feedback is possibly the best-known technique for supporting query reformulation (Salton & Buckley, 1990 ). Belkin and his colleagues carried out a series of studies within the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Interactive Track in which they attempted to address this problem by integrating interface design with development of the relevance feedback that suggested both positive and negative terms (Belkin et al., 2001) . Their results indicate that term suggestion was not difficult for users to understand and that in fact it was preferred over automatic query expansion by study participants. More recently, Jansen (2005) designed an automated assistance application that includes spelling, query refinement, results management, and relevance feedback, and found that users are willing to use automated assistance, especially after viewing results and locating relevant documents.
The current idea of developing a query reformulation tool is not entirely new in the world of Web search engines. Several Web search engines have already implemented features supporting query reformulations, such as query refinement (e.g., AltavistaÕs Refine Your Search) and spelling correction (e.g., GoogleÕs Did You Mean?). However, the evaluation study of a query refinement tool called ZOOM IN implemented in the Excite search engine in 2001 revealed the difficulties and challenges of designing such tools (Rieh, 2004) . According to the study, the major problem with the ZOOM IN tool was not related to the usability or effectiveness of its interface but to the usefulness of terms suggested in the tool. Existing query reformulation tools in Web search engines may be able to assist users only in respect to more focused query reformulation patterns such as format reformulation and specified reformulation while failing to fully supporting scattered patterns including dynamic, multi-tasking, and recurrent reformulations.
The results of this study demonstrate that it is important to develop search tools that can support the complex query reformulation behaviors that occur multiple times in the process of IR interaction. To better support various kinds of query reformulation patterns identified in this study, innovative search tools are needed that offer much more dynamic and interactive features. Based on the results of this study, an interactive reformulation tool can be designed to promote and incorporate user involvement in the process of query reformulation. The authors propose the following functions:
Provide a secondary window in addition to the main window of a search engine in which user and system interact. Allow the tracking, editing, and storing of the queries deployed by users. Enable users to resubmit any queries that have been used at any point in the search process. Facilitate users in manipulating multiple queries in an efficient way. Assist users in reformulating queries by providing context-based term suggestions. Provide the ability to select query terms from the term suggestion list and allow users to modify them.
Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated that interactive IR can be conceptualized as a useful framework for understanding patterns of multiple query reformulation on the Web. Using the stratified model of IR interaction (Saracevic, 1996 (Saracevic, , 1997 , the results of this study reveal that although users seem to interact with a search engine on the surface level by submitting their queries to a search box, they are actually interacting with the search engine on the cognitive, affective, and situational levels in order to determine whether they want to submit new queries, add more words, delete words, replace words with synonyms, combine two previous queries, or simply re-enter previous queries.
The approach taken in this study differs from most of the previous studies on Web query transaction log analysis. The semantic meaning of Web queries was examined beyond facet analysis. To be specific, each search session was reviewed and then manually coded along with the facets of queries to identify the extensive patterns of query reformulation. Additionally, analyses focused on sequences of multiple query reformulations that helped better understand peopleÕs interactions with multiple levels rather than examining two queries submitted next each other. In this article, the authors added 130 more search sessions to the previous data set (N = 183) and were able to identify a few new types of reformulation patterns. For instance, building-block, multi-tasking, and recurrent reformulation are new patterns that were not found in the previous study (Rieh & Xie, 2001) .
As discussed earlier in Section 4.1., Web log analysis has become a useful method of collecting and analyzing user system interactions in non-intrusive and naturalistic environments. However, analyzing query reformulations based solely on transaction logs does have its limitations. While researchers can determine how users reformulate their queries, they are unable to understand why users reformulate their queries in their particular ways and the reasons that prompt users to reformulate their queries. The intentions and tasks of users are implicitly embedded in the queries, but there is as yet no way in which researchers can firmly relate query reformulations to specific intentions or change of intentions.
The formulation and reformulation of queries is one of the most difficult and challenging tasks on the user side, even in a Web searching environment that appears to be easy to learn and use. Therefore, understanding query behaviors and designing search tools to support those behaviors remains a significant research problem. Further research should examine the factors that lead users to reformulate their queries. New research is needed so that more data can be gathered on the cognitive, affective, and situational levels. Multiple data collection methods (transaction logs, thinking aloud, interviews, etc.) can be employed to further explore the patterns of Web query reformulation.
